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State Support for Public Higher Education


Young Invincibles indexed over 40 variables for each state, including per student spending, 
average tuitions, state inancial aid programs, and attainment equity.
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Executive Summary


The Student Impact Project, a Young Invincibles initiative, 
presents our third iteration of ifty state report cards, grading 
each state on its support for public higher education. The 
report cards provide guidance and context for students, 
advocates, policymakers, and the media to better understand 
how states stack up supporting public higher education.  


Three-quarters of all college students attend public 
institutions, and the budget and policy decisions made by 
state and local policymakers drive the access, affordability, 
and value of our higher education system. While the federal 
government provides inancial aid and loan programs, and 
facilitates important regulatory policy, public colleges and 
universities are funded by two primary sources: state budget 
support and tuition and fees from students and families. 
Typically the less funding a school gets from their state, 
the more students will have to pay in tuition to make up 
the difference. In the aftermath of the Great Recession, 
facing signiicant budget deicits due to revenue shortfalls, 
states broadly cut their support for public higher education, 
generally forcing colleges to raise tuition. 


Every state confronts its own unique political and budgetary 
situation, and this presents challenges in understanding 
the context in which a state operates. That is why Young 
Invincibles assessed each state on a range of factors and 
indexed the raw data to provide a better understanding of a 
state’s support for public higher education.
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A full methodology is included in the back of this report, but 
in summary, our grading system incorporates the following 
values and priorities:


• States should be evaluated in relation to baseline indings 
across all other states, but also on their own progress 
through time. 


• Given the deep cuts made since the Great Recession, 
comparing iscal years 2008 to 2014, gives a more holistic 
picture instead of comparing year-over-year or ive-year 
changes.


• States should enact policies that help all students access 
and complete affordable and quality higher education, but 
particularly for disadvantaged groups. 


• State inancial aid programs should prioritize students 
with inancial need, rather than merit requirements, 
as need-based aid is more successful in enrolling and 
graduating students. 


For Millennials, higher education funding is not a partisan 
issue. A recent poll conducted by Young Invincibles found that 
Millennial voters overwhelmingly support increasing 
state funding for public colleges by an 81 to 17 percent 
margin. Moreover, the poll found that the support among 
Millennials does not discriminate by party -- 92 percent 
of Democrats, 82 percent of Independents, and 67 percent 
of Republicans support increased state funding for higher 
education. 
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National Trends


Our analysis shows that states have cut per student spending by 21 
percent between iscal years 2008 through 2014. While many states 
have begun to reinvest in the past few years, only two states spend as 
much as they did before the recession (Alaska and North Dakota).1  
There is of course signiicant variability and range between the states: 
Louisiana has cut their higher education budgets by 41 percent. Meanwhile, 
states like New York, Indiana, and Nebraska have cut less than ten percent. 


TABLE 1


Largest Cuts to Higher Education Since Recession 
(FY 08-14)
Louisiana -41%
Alabama -39%
Pennsylvania -37%
South Carolina -36%
Arizona -36%
Idaho -33%
New Hampshire -33%
Florida -32%
Nevada -31%
Oregon -29%
Young Invincibles’ Analysis of State Higher Education Executive Oficers’ SHEF Report


TABLE 2


Smallest Cuts to Higher Education Since 
Recession (FY 08-14)
North Dakota 38%
Alaska 6%
Indiana -4%
New York -5%
Montana -5%
Wyoming -5%
Nebraska -6%
Arkansas -6%
Illinois -9%
Vermont -11%
Young Invincibles’ Analysis of State Higher Education Executive Oficers’ SHEF Report


1.   Illinois technically spends more money per student since 2014, but this is largely due to pension investments, and direct aid to institutions has 
decreased. See Young Invincibles’ report here: http://younginvincibles.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/IL-budget-2015-FINAL.pdf
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In turn, tuition and fees at both 4-year and 2-year 
institutions rose 28 percent since the last recession. 
While no state has seen inlation-adjusted tuition decline 
since 2008, states like Ohio, Missouri and Maryland have 
kept tuition increases at or below ten percent (inlation for 
this time period is 14 percent). The states with the steepest 
tuition increases at 4-year institutions are Arizona (72 
percent), Georgia (68 percent), and Louisiana (66 percent). 


TABLE 3


Highest Tuition Hikes Since Recession (FY 08-14)
Arizona 72%
Georgia 68%
Louisiana 66%
California 56%
Washington 56%
Hawaii 54%
Florida 53%
Colorado 51%
Alabama 46%
North Carolina 40%
Young Invincibles’ Analysis of College Board’s Trends in College Pricing


TABLE 4


Lowest Tuition Hikes Since Recession (FY 08-14)
Missouri 7%
Maine 8%
Montana 9%
Maryland 9%
Ohio 10%
New Jersey 12%
Iowa 13%
Oklahoma 13%
North Dakota 14%
Nebraska 15%
Young Invincibles’ Analysis of College Board’s Trends in College Pricing


The combination of budget cuts and tuition hikes results in 
a shift of burden away from the states and toward students 
and families.  In 2008, students and families paid 
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approximately 36 percent of the cost of public college; in 2014 that 
percentage increased to half. Again, these averages only take us so far; 
below are the states with the top and bottom “family shares” – percent of 
total college costs paid by individuals or families – a strong measure of just 
how “public” our public institutions are.    


TABLE 5


Highest Family Share
Vermont 82%
New Hampshire 81%
Delaware 73%
Colorado 73%
Pennsylvania 72%
Rhode Island 70%
Michigan 70%
Alabama 64%
South Carolina 63%
Ohio 63%
Young Invincibles’ Analysis of State Higher Education Executive Oficers’ SHEF Report


TABLE 6


Lowest Family Share
Wyoming 15%
California 22%
Alaska 26%
New Mexico 32%
North Carolina 34%
Hawaii 34%
Florida 35%
New York 36%
Nevada 36%
Idaho 38%
Young Invincibles’ Analysis of State Higher Education Executive Oficers’ SHEF Report


New in 2016: Attainment Equity


New in 2016, we graded states on “Attainment Equity”, measuring the 
gap in the postsecondary attainment rate between white non-Hispanics 
and two demographics, African Americans and Latinos. 
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This metric measures a state’s current population, and does not take 
into account any recent efforts a state might be taking to address equity 
problems. Furthermore, the metric doesn’t specify in which state the 
degree was earned, but rather where the college graduate lives today.  
While these factors may impact a state’s minority attainment rates, the 
pattern we see nationally relects the work we all have to do as a nation to 
even the economic playing ield and expand opportunity for all. 


Disturbingly, the gap between white non-Hispanic adults and 
Latino adults with postsecondary degrees grew by 2.2 percentage 
points between 2007 and 2015. Similarly, the attainment gap between 
white non-Hispanic adults and African American or black adults widened 
by 0.4 percentage points between 2007 and 2015. 


This is not to say that fewer African Americans or Latinos earned 
postsecondary degrees; the rate has gone up for both groups. However, the 
attainment rate for white adults has grown at a faster rate, causing the 
gap to increase.


TABLE 7


National Postsecondary Attainment Rates
2007 2015 Change


White Non-
Hispanic Adults


41.0% 46.9% 5.9%


African 
American / 
Black Adults


27.7% 33.3% 5.5%


Hispanic / 
Latino Adults


18.9% 22.6% 3.7%


Source: U.S. Census


These trends vary dramatically from state to state. States like Ohio and 
Oregon narrowed the gap between African Americans and whites by 
six and seven points, respectively, while Maryland and Illinois saw an 
increase in the gap of twelve points and seven points respectively.  In the 
end, only ten states saw the African American gap narrow since 2007 
(six other states had insuficient sample sizes for an accurate estimate).  
Twelve states saw the Latino gap narrow in the same time period (six 
states also had insuficient sample sizes). 
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TABLE 8


States with Widest Attainment Gaps (Black / 
African American) 


Black/African 
American


White Non-
Hispanic


Gap


West Virginia 24% 48% 24%
Wisconsin 22% 45% 23%
North Carolina 28% 50% 22%
Connecticut 29% 50% 21%
Massachusetts 32% 53% 21%
Minnesota 27% 47% 20%
Colorado 34% 53% 19%
Ohio 24% 42% 18%
Nevada 24% 42% 18%
California 33% 51% 18%


Source: U.S. Census


TABLE 9


States with Widest Attainment Gaps (Latino / 
Hispanic)


Latino / 
Hispanic


White Non-
Hispanic


Gap


California 17% 51% 34%
Colorado 20% 53% 33%
Massachusetts 22% 53% 30%
Nevada 14% 42% 29%
Connecticut 22% 50% 28%
New York 21% 48% 27%
Illinois 19% 45% 26%
Virginia 18% 44% 26%
North Carolina 24% 50% 26%
Vermont 18% 44% 26%


Source: U.S. Census


States with large attainment gaps or lack of recent progress 
should redouble their efforts to increase accessibility, 
affordability, and quality of their postsecondary programs for 
all students, but particularly students of color. 
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Why We Do This


At the core of Young Invincibles’ mission and work is a 
dedicated team of organizers and outreach coordinators 
who empower students on the ground to get involved in 
public higher education budget and policy discussions.  We 
disseminate resources and tools, generate student feedback, 
conduct workshops and trainings, and facilitate dialogue 
with their state policymakers.  As part of the Student Impact 
Project, our organizing team will train students on the 
criteria that determine their states’ grades, and elevate their 
voices in the public dialogue.


While these metrics and grades are important in 
understanding the broader context of state higher education 
inancing, our ofices in Los Angeles, Houston, Chicago, 
New York, and Washington D.C. will identify state-speciic 
opportunities to involve students and expand opportunity 
through state support for higher education. Too often 
students, the primary customers and stakeholders in public 
higher education, are left out of the policymaking process. We 
hope this project and these report cards lead to pragmatic and 
productive public debates about the role state government 
plays in supporting higher education, and reinvigorates 
a commitment to affordable and quality public higher 
education. 
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Student Impact Project Grading System
Methodology


States vary widely on key indicators such as per student appropriations, tuition 
increases, and inancial aid to get a clear picture of the budgetary mechanics of 
public higher education.  The diversity of these variables also makes it dificult to 
assign ordinal ranks to states, as it is dificult to prioritize one variable over another. 
To complicate methods further, raw statistics on state budgets’ support for higher 
education mean little without context of where a given value stands in relation to 
other states or a standard of how much states should fund public colleges, not to 
mention how the observation relate to itself through time. 


To solve this problem, Young Invincibles developed an innovative scoring system 
to evaluate each state’s support for public higher education. The system’s 
scale converts a variable’s value into a standardized unit to evaluate a state’s 
performance in a ifty-state context.   Baked inside these metrics are Young 
Invincibles organizational values: encouraging lower tuition at public institutions, 
higher state appropriations, and more direct state support to student grants 
and aid. In keeping with these values, states were evaluated using the following 
ifteen variables, organized into ive categories of state budget support for higher 
education:


Tuition
Average tuition at four-year public colleges and universities
The percent change at four-year public colleges and universities since the recession
Average tuition at two-year public colleges and universities 
The percent change at two-year public colleges and universities since the recession


State Budget Appropriations 
Dollars per FTE appropriated to higher education 
The percent change in state appropriations to higher education since the recession


Burden on Families
Average family share (Net tuition revenue per FTE as percentage of total revenue)
Percent change in average family share since the recession
Average tuition at public four-year institutions as a percentage of statewide median 
income
Average tuition at public two-year institutions as a percentage of statewide median 
income


Direct aid to students
Dollar amount of grants and aid awarded per FTE
Dollar amount of need-based grant and aid awarded per FTE
Grants as a percentage of total higher education percentages
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Education as a priority
Appropriations to higher education as a percentage of total state budget
Four-year percent change in higher education appropriations as a percentage of 
total state budget


Attainment gap
Postsecondary attainment gap between African American and non-Hispanic whites
Postsecondary attainment gap between Latinos and non-Hispanic whites 
Progress in closing postsecondary attainment gap between African American and 
non-Hispanic whites
Progress in closing postsecondary attainment gap between Latinos and non-Hispanic 
whites


Analysis
To evaluate each state within a useful context, a constant had to be generated to 
place the state’s performance in proper context. If states were scored entirely by 
their deviation from the data set’s mean and assigned Z-scores, the top portion of the 
dataset would be given top grades, regardless of their actions’ impacts on students 
and families. In short, because the recent trend for all of these variables has been 
undesirable, a different constant that took into account the poor trends in state 
budget support for higher education had to be generated.


Young Invincibles generated a plausible baseline value for each variable. These 
baselines were often considered to be a 75 percent or ”C” score. A brief explanation 
of how each baseline is listed below: 


• Average tuitions were set to the national mean.
• Percent tuition increases since the recession were set to inlation for that time 


period, from 2007 to 2013 (14 percent).
• The value for per student state appropriations was set to the national mean.
• Percent change in state appropriations per student was set to zero. 
• Family share was set to the current national mean.
• Percent change in family share since the recession was set to zero.
• Tuition as a percentage of median income was set to the national mean.
• The value for grants per FTE was set to the national mean.
• Percent of state appropriations allocated for grants was set to the national mean.
• Average amount of grants in dollars was set to the national mean. 
• Education expenditures as a percent of total state expenditures was set to the 


national mean.
• 4-year change to education expenditures as a percentage of total state 


expenditures was set to zero. 
• Attainment gaps were set to zero
• The maximum progress on attainment gaps was assigned a 100 percent score. 
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After setting the baseline, for each variable a “low” observed value (minimum or 
maximum depending on whether the variable was desirable like state appropriations 
or non-desirable such as tuition) was set to zero. This was done not only to avoid 
assigning negative scores, but also to provide the evaluation with a workable scale. 
Based on this 75 percent score and the zero score, we calculated a “unit” value, or 
how many dollars or percentage points were the equivalent to one percent in the 
grading system. 


Unit = (Low - Baseline) 
       75


Once the “unit” values generated for each variable, the “one hundred percent” 
score was derived by extrapolating 25 “units” from the baseline. For variables where 
a higher value is desirable, such as state appropriations, the “one hundred ideal” 
value was derived from the below formula. 


Ideal = Baseline + (25 * Unit)


For variables where a lower value was desirable, like tuition:


Ideal = Baseline - (25 * Unit)


Each states’ value in that variable was then judged relative to this ideal score, 
converted into our standard units.


Score=((-(Ideal-x))/Unit)+ 100


For variables where a lower value was desirable, like tuition:


Score=((Ideal-x)/Unit)+ 100


As an example, take tuition changes: Between the 2007 and 2014 school years, 
tuition increased by an average of 28 percent. (The range of increases spread from 
Missouri’s 7 percent increase to Arizona’s 72 percent increase.) That 28 percent mean 
is not an acceptable baseline for advocates of affordable public higher education. 


To solve for this, YI assumed that an “ideal” result would be for tuition increases to 
match the rate of inlation for that time period, or 14 percent. Therefore, states that 
increased tuition by 14 percent would be given a 75 percent, or a letter grade of 
“C”. Arizona, the state with the nation’s highest tuition increases, was assigned a zero. 
With these scores assigned, a standard unit of 0.8% was derived. In other words, a 1 
percent increase in tuition above the 14 percent baseline resulted in a 0.8 reduction 
in score from the 75 percent baseline. Iowa’s 13 percent tuition increase (just below 
our baseline of inlation growth) generates a score of 77 percent.


The “Final Grade” for each state represents a simple average of all six categories 
scores.
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Data Sources
Data was sourced from a variety of nonproit and trade association groups. 
College Board tracks trends in tuition and their 2014 report was used for all 
tuition values. The State Higher Education Executive Oficer’s Association 
publishes the SHEF (State Higher Education Finances) dataset annually and 
state appropriations to higher education data was derived from here. The 
National Association of State Student Grant and Aid Programs’ (NASSGAP) 
publishes state-by-state data on funding for student scholarships, grants, 
and inancial aid. The National Association of State Budget Oficers publishes 
data on expenditures for higher education as a percentage of total state 
expenditures. The American Community Survey provides premade tables on 
median income and attainment rates by race and ethnicity. The Institute of 
College Access and Success’ Project on Student Debt publishes the average 
amount of student debt held in each state as seen on each state report card.
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